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Meroplankton I.D. + Journal
What is Meroplakton?
Meroplankton are zooplankton (animal) organisms that will spend only part of their life cycle as
floating plankton and usually grow to their adult stage as non-planktonic organisms (nekton).
Many invertebrates and some vertebrates in the ocean begin their life cycle as plankton! From
many fish species (Grunion! Even Mola Mola!) whose eggs and larvae have planktonic stages, to
all echinoderms, many crustaceans, marine snails, and so many more organisms. They may or
may not spend a long time as plankton, but it is an important stage for many reasons.
Sometimes Meroplakton have clues to their adult stages in their body shape that are easy to
pick up on, sometimes not so easy to make a match! In the activity below you will choose 5
animals that you suspect have a planktonic life stage. Research to make sure, and if you find
any that are not at all planktonic, switch it out for a new animal and do your research. Once you
have 5 animals that have both a planktonic stage and an adult stage that is non-planktonic then
you’re ready! Try to pick animals from different phylums (one fish, one crustacean, one mollusk
etc…)

Ocean Animal List (hints: crabs, fish, echinoderms, cnidarians, mollusks, etc…)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are some ideas you can think of why being planktonic for only part of their life
cycle might help some animals reproduction and survival? Try and give some
explanations or examples to support your ideas:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____

Getting started: What to focus on when journaling
-

Accuracy / Recording detail
Information - make notes, use words to explain your sketch / or for things you
can’t easily sketch
Recording your ideas / questions
Notate color, texture, and any other identifying features of organism body
structure or function
Comparisons: we want to compare what is similar and different from the
planktonic stage to the Nekton /Adult stages.
Anything else interesting, fun, funny, creative to note?
Add color if you have time, even a little bit can help make the sketch more
accurate
Do more research if you have time to answer or get ideas about questions that
might have come up about the organism

You can print the last 3 pages and complete them for all five organisms. And if you
really want to learn more Meroplankton - complete the sketching journal page for as
many animals as you’re interested in learning about! Use CMA online resources or web
searches to help find a picture of your animal in planktonic form (using the scientific
name helps).

Have fun sketching and learning about the planktonic stages
of your favorite ocean animals!

Plankton I.D. + Journal
Common name__________ __
Scientific name______________
Planktonic Stage

Adult

Journal Notes
What Do you know about this ORganism?

What about it’s Planktonic body shape did you find interesting or surprising?

What do you notice about it’s body that gives hints or clues in the planktonic stage to what this animal might be?

What questions did you have while examining This specimen?

FroM your own observations, first come up with your own idea or answer to at least one of your own questions:

do some research: what did you find out about your question and your Own ideas/Answers? What new information
did you learn by researching further? Are there any ways to expand or change The original answer you gave to the
question?

